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Dear Home School Parent:
Stories can touch our hearts and teach us where other teaching fails. The book TRANSPORTED –
the Adventures of Thomas and Claire, is a story that kids love and has a lot of good things to teach.
The book also fills the need for wholesome reading for young people. We do not believe, as some
do, that it doesn’t matter what children and youth read as long as they are reading. We believe it
matters very much WHAT they read. So whether your child/youth is reading the book on their own,
or you are reading it aloud, we pray that TRANSPORTED will fill a need in your family.
While reading the book together you can maximize its learning potential by using this unit study guide
to help lead your children into exploring a great variety of topics that relate to Thomas and Claire’s
adventures. The thirteen chapters make for a unit study that can take you from thirteen days to
however long you’d like to keep exploring. You may want to pull out this resource when you need a
break from your other studies or you just need a change from the routine.
Like other unit studies, the activities fall under a number of different subject areas, such as Literature/
Language Arts, Phys. Ed. /Outdoor Ed., Social Studies (including history, geography, sociology,
political science), Science (including nature studies) /Technology, Art, Music, Drama,
Bible,(character and values training, worldview etc...), Life skills and Community Service.
The following are suggested activities that you can do as a family or assign to an individual student.
Use them as a springboard from which you can come up with your own ideas that will suit the needs
and interests of your particular children. May you enjoy using TRANSPORTED to learn together as a
family.
Blessings,
Brenda Hankins
(Home school mom and wife of Paul, author of TRANSPORTED)
ORGANIZING YOUR WORK / ITEMS NEEDED
• I recommend a three ring binder for each child, labelled with their name, grade and the school
year. Your students can decorate these with a photocopy of the TRANSPORTED cover or book
themes if they are so inclined. I also recommend good quality plastic binder pages (available at
places like Staples) to put final copies of written work in, as well as any map work, artwork, lists,
charts or diagrams.
• It helps to have access to a computer and printer so your students can type up a good copy of
their written work and print off pictures and information about researched items.
• Internet access is very helpful for doing research. (Of course, internet use needs to be carefully
monitored by parents.) Learning to research is a valuable and necessary skill. Ask your facilitator
or experienced home schoolers for research sites they trust and find helpful.
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• Another item that I mention frequently is a black-outline map of the world, available on the
internet. You’ll need coloured pencils to colour in or mark symbols on areas of note.
• A Bible and concordance in the version of your choice will be invaluable for researching God’s
view on a variety of topics. A Bible handbook may also be helpful. When looking for
topics/words, think of as many synonyms as you can and use cross-references to find what you
are looking for. Try Bible Gateway for online help.
• A good dictionary should be kept at hand near your read-aloud area for looking up unfamiliar
words as you encounter them.
• I recommend purchasing a file box with unlabelled dividers and a pack of index/recipe cards (try
dollar stores) for each student. This will be used to help students start their own recipe card file.
Personalize each box in some way to avoid confusion if you have more than one student (or buy
the file boxes in different colours, if possible.)
PLANNING/RECORDING
• Before you begin this study, read through the ideas and see if there is anything you need to plan
ahead for, e.g. field trips, or purchasing special food.
• I recommend that you read aloud one chapter of TRANSPORTED at a time, because each
chapter is a self-contained episode with a unique setting. Then choose the activities that
interest you (or make up your own) for that subject. (You will find that some activities are more
suitable for older students.)
• Keep a master list of the chapters you have read and the activities you did for your home
school records.( If the students wish, they can keep one page in their binder where they write in
activities done or field trips taken.) Always date written work that goes in their binder.
• The following categories are utilized throughout this study guide:
∗ LITERATURE- setting, conflict, character etc…
∗ LANGUAGE ARTS – spelling, definitions, writing, etc…
∗ BIBLE – Scripture study, character and values training, Worldview
∗ SOCIAL STUDIES – Geography, History, Political Science, Sociology etc.
∗ SCIENCE / TECHNOLOGY – includes nature studies
∗ PHYSICAL EDUCATION – sports and outdoor education
∗ COMMUNITY SERVICE – service opportunities
∗ LIFE SKILLS – practical skills and abilities, e.g. cooking
∗ ART
∗ MUSIC
∗ DRAMA
∗ FIELD TRIP - Opportunities for learning outside your home
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ONGOING PROJECTS TO DO WHILE READING TRANSPORTED
• DRAMA – act out scenes from the chapter. Have your kids try miming (not using words or sound
effects) so the others can guess what scene you’re acting out.
• ART – draw an illustration for the chapter. Students can try to copy from Dave Coates’ illustrations
or develop their own. (Drawing when listening to a story being read-aloud can actually help some
students concentrate better.)
• ART – Compile a double-spaced list of objects from a chapter (or two), cut the paper into slips with
one object on each, then put them into a hat and mix them up. Let your students take turns pulling
a slip out of the hat and then drawing the item on a white board or large piece of scrap paper so
that the others can identify it. Time each other for more excitement.
• LIFE SKILLS – start a personal recipe card file box. Add recipes as you work through the
chapters of the book by finding a recipe and a picture and cutting and gluing it onto an index card.
(Or you may wish to rewrite it in your own neat printing.) In pencil, write the date you made the
recipe in the top right corner of the card. Divide the file box into the categories you’d like: (check
recipe books for typical categories to get ideas, e.g. cookies/squares, salads, chicken, beef,
vegetarian, breads, quick breads/muffins, desserts, snacks/appetizers.) Continue to add to your
file and cooking repertoire after your TRANSPORTED study is done. NOTE: Remind your cooks
before they start that clean-up is always a part of a cooking project and the job is not done until the
clean-up is done.
• SOCIAL STUDIES – Periodically I will suggest marking your world map. Before starting, make a
LEGEND in the bottom left corner. Write the word legend in capitals, and underneath it you will
gradually create a list of the symbols you use and what they represent beside them. If you’re
using a colour, make a little box and colour it in with the colour you’re using.
• LITERATURE / LANGUAGE ARTS – Make a Glossary of unfamiliar words from the book, adding
to it as you read each chapter. Look up word definitions in your dictionary and write them down
beside the word. Draw a picture or glue one cut from a page printed from the internet to illustrate,
if applicable. Learn how to spell these words, then test. Note: Older students might benefit by
looking up the derivation of words, which can sometimes give clues about their spelling. E.g.
Manoeuvre comes from the French. (This might be the time to show how knowing French and
other languages can come in handy.) To self-mark the tests, get the students to look at the correct
spellings in their glossaries and write out any misspelled words three times each at the bottom of
their test page.
• LITERATURE / LANGUAGE ARTS – SETTING On a separate page, draw 3 columns. The first
should be about 2.5 cm. (1 inch) wide; columns 2 and 3 can be of equal width. Label column 1,
CH. # (for chapter number), the middle column, SETTING and label the right column, CONFLICT.
After reading each chapter, discuss and record the general setting, e.g. a raging river. See
Setting Answer Key. Discuss the importance of CONFLICT in a story and after reading each
chapter, discuss and record the conflict(s) in each chapter. (Hint: Think of common types of
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literary conflict: e.g. man vs. nature, man vs. man, man vs. himself, man vs. society, man vs.
machine, man vs. fate). E.g. Thomas and Claire vs. the raging river (man vs. nature). Also record
how the conflict is resolved. E.g. the Transporter takes T&C away just as they are about to fall
over the waterfall. NOTE: The Conflict Answer Key is a guide – feel free to disagree! Remind
your children/youth to keep listening for the overall conflict(s) in the book, which you can write in
after you’ve finished chapter 13.
• LITERATURE / LANGUAGE ARTS – Discuss the importance of Character Development in a
story and keep a separate page divided vertically down the middle with Claire’s name at the top of
one column and Thomas’s name at the top of the other. Make a skinny column on the left hand
side of the page for the chapter numbers. After reading each chapter, list clues the author gives
to the children’s character. Particularly watch out for change (growth/development) in their
character as the story progresses. Older children can record specific quotes from the book that
indicate character.
• LANGUAGE ARTS – Visit the author’s website (paulsbooks.ca) and tell him what you liked or
didn’t like about the book. E.g. What was your favourite chapter and why? Also, give him any
suggestions you think would be helpful for future Thomas and Claire adventures. (While there,
check out how the cover of the book was made. Thomas and Claire are two of our own children,
Elizabeth and Joe.) TRANSPORTED TRIVIA: Did you know that the author has used the names
or initials of all of his eight children, his wife, his dog, his sisters and their husbands and numerous
friends and acquaintances in the books?
• BIBLE /LITERATURE– Make a page with three columns: a skinny column on the left, labelled,
CH. # (Chapter #), then two equal columns labelled, BIBLE TOPIC, and BIBLE
REFERENCES/VERSES. Use this chart to record Bible/character/value topics that are touched
on in each chapter. Using the concordance and Bible Dictionary, record verse references (or
write in the whole verse if you wish) that deal with that topic. Read them through together and
discuss God’s view on these topics. This is an excellent skill to develop for personal use and for
leading or teaching Bible studies, Sunday school classes or leading devotionals.
NOTE: TRANSPORTED is not overtly Christian in that it doesn’t mention God, but the values that
Thomas and Claire learn about are consistent with the Bible and a Christian Worldview.
You can use TRANSPORTED to precipitate discussions to help you equip your family for the
challenges of life that we all face. You can teach your children to trust in God if they are ever in
difficult circumstances. You can teach them to pray to Him and believe that He never leaves them
or forsakes them: That He is a good God and knows what He is doing. And you can teach them
to memorize key scriptures that they can recall in times of trouble.
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ACTIVITY SUGGESTIONS FOR EACH CHAPTER
Chapter #1 - Introduction
• LITERATURE / LANGUAGE ARTS – Add spark-plug, gizmo, rhetorical, contraption, frequency
and reception to your glossary.
•

BIBLE– check out what God has to say about relationships between siblings (look up brother and
brothers.) Read aloud the stories of Cain and Abel (Gen. 4) and/or Joseph and his brothers (Gen.
37-50). Discuss what happens in a vicious cycle of conflict. Make a simple diagram. Does
anybody really win an argument? Discuss biblical ways to resolve conflict.

• LANGUAGE ARTS / THE ARTS – invent a “gizmo” that does something fantastic and write a
paragraph describing it and what it does. Draw a diagram and label the parts OR write a short
story based on your invention and illustrate it.
• LANGUAGE ARTS– cooperate with each other to tell a crazy story about an invention that does
something the inventor doesn’t expect, by taking turns adding one sentence at a time. For more
laughs, stop midway through the sentence, and allow the next person to finish it and start a new
sentence.
Chapter #2 – Northern India
• LITERATURE / LANGUAGE ARTS – be sure to add spewing, rickety, idling, negotiate,
switchback, gorge, jhola and topi (alluded to but not named) to your glossary.
• SOCIAL STUDIES / ART – research pictures of Northern India. Look for hilly country covered with
vegetation, deep gorges, pictures of people riding on top of a bus, a brahma bull, a tika (red
powder) on someone’s forehead, a man wearing a topi and a jhola. Print off and put in plastic in
your binder, or try drawing from the pictures.
• SCIENCE / TECHNOLOGY – research engines and/or transmissions. Explain as simply as you
can how they work. Explain what might have gone wrong to the bus when it was careening down
the steep hill. Use diagrams, if possible.
• SOCIAL STUDIES / LIFE SKILLS/ DRAMA – Research bargaining. E.g. interview someone, like
a missionary or tourist who has spent some time in a country where bargaining is a regular
occurrence, and get them to show you how it is done. Pretend to be somewhere like India and
practise with each other.
• LIFE SKILLS / MUSIC – Find recipes for a typical Indian/Nepali meal of Dhal Bhat (curried lentils
over rice). If you’re ambitious add Tarkari (curried vegetables) as a side dish. (You may want to
cut down on the spices for younger students or just use a mild curry powder, instead of buying a
lot of different spices.) For dessert try a fresh fruit tray (make sure to include Thomas’s mangos!)
or make a mango fool (a dessert) and serve with Hindustani (chai) tea, (available in grocery stores
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– just add milk and sugar.) You could also try a mango lassi, which is a yoghurt drink. Add your
recipes to your file box. If you’re really brave, try scooping your food into your mouth with your
right hand (which has been thoroughly washed, of course.) Listen to Indian music while you dine.
Have fun!
Chapter #3 - Auction
• LITERATURE / LANGUAGE ARTS – add bid, plaid, skid-steer, concession, banter, antique,
Cheshire cat, monstrosity, sales pitch, mannequin, handlebar moustache and auction to your
glossary
• BIBLE - research money and the handling of finances from a biblical perspective. Discuss setting
goals, budgeting, saving etc. Study the parable of the Prodigal Son.
• LIFE SKILLS – Claire had bought another music box and Thomas had bought another stuffed
animal. Both of these were items they didn’t need. Discuss the problems with clutter and
accumulating too many things. Research some solutions. E.g. Go through a room with 3 bags or
boxes labelled: throw away, give away or store. Attack a room as a family, throwing away, giving
away or storing properly. This can be very rewarding! (Be prepared to resolve inevitable conflicts
between personalities e.g. “keepers” vs. “chuckers”.)
•

FIELD TRIP – research where an auction is being held in your area and plan to attend. Warn
everyone in the family not to raise their hands or even scratch their nose unless they are bidding!
Take along a little cash in case there is something you can buy (something you NEED, of course.)

Chapter #4 – Inner City
• LITERATURE / LANGUAGE ARTS – add silhouettes, traipsing, backup, revving, musty, sneered,
goatee, and budge to your glossary.
• BIBLE- research the word shrewd and discuss what it means to be innocent but wary. You can
also look up wise or wisdom and make a two-column chart contrasting wise actions with foolish
actions. The Proverbs are a great source for this,
• SOCIAL STUDIES / COMMUNITY SERVICE - Research problems that cities have with delinquent
youth/gangs. If you live in a city, you could try to find out about the problem in your own city. See
if you can arrange to interview someone who is working with troubled youth and find out what
some of the causes are of youth delinquency/gangs, what is being done to help the youth of your
city and whether there are opportunities to help in some way. Talk to your pastor about efforts your
church is making to reach out to youth, and how you can pray for and support that ministry.
• LIFE SKILLS - Discuss the topic of choices and consequences. What do you do when you don’t
have a choice in a situation? Discuss what our responsibilities are when we do have choices to
make. What problems can occur when a person refuses to take responsibility for their choices and
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blames others for their mistakes? If your children are ready for it, you can discuss what can
happen when teens make a choice to be sexually active. (Your local crisis pregnancy centre may
have some good materials for you on this.) You might also discuss choices re: drug or alcohol
abuse and their possible consequences. Check with Focus on the Family for Christian and familyfriendly resources on both these and other “hard” topics. For younger students, discuss the
consequences of watching a movie they shouldn’t at a friend’s or other similar choices.
• LIFE SKILLS - Research street-wise safety e.g. stay in well-lit areas; learn a few simple selfdefence techniques. Possible resource people to interview about this are police officers or security
guards. They may be able to demonstrate a few simple but effective self-defence moves for you.
Offer a cold can of root beer to thank them for their time. (And make sure to write a thank-you
note afterwards.)
Chapter #5 – Legislature
• LITERATURE / LANGUAGE ARTS - Add crest, coat of arms, convenes, bill, act, taxation,
cavernous, recess, cubicle, raspy, cryptic, cupid, manoeuvre, and conciliatory to your glossary.
• SOCIAL STUDIES / ART - Research the buildings of the legislature in your province or state
and/or the symbols of state. Print off pictures and/or draw them). Make a map of the layout of the
legislative chamber, labelling where the government and the opposition sit, along with the speaker,
etc... Be sure to include the words, Legislative Assembly, Speaker. Chamber, MLA (member of the
Legislative Assembly), Clerk Assistant, Sergeant-at-Arms, Clerk, Pages, and Mace. (Substitute
the appropriate words if these items are different in your jurisdiction.)
• FIELD TRIP - Check with your home school board about field trips to the legislature or gather a
group and organize your own. (These tours are very worthwhile and educational.)
• SOCIAL STUDIES - Research the legislative process in your province or state. E.g. How does an
idea become a law? Make a diagram or chart describing the process.
•

SOCIAL STUDIES - Research Pages in the legislature. What are their duties? Who can apply?
What do they wear? What is their training? etc...

• BIBLE– Discuss democracy. Study its origins and history. Discuss what responsibilities a citizen
has in a democracy. What can happen when citizens don’t participate in the process? Older
students may wish to compare various political systems (current or historical), making a chart.
• LANGUAGE ARTS– play the Thomas the Page game by having the first person write a note
(about 3 to 5 lines long) that makes sense. Use a pencil. (Write light enough that words can be
erased.) Either make a photocopy of the note (without showing the others) or write it out twice and
keep one copy. Pass one copy of the note to the 2nd person who can change 3-5 words by erasing
the original and penciling in new “creative” words or change the words by substituting a letter.
(Don’t worry about correct spelling. Thomas certainly didn’t!) The new words have to be the same
part of speech as the old words e.g. replace a noun with a noun or a verb with a verb. When the
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note gets to the last person, they read it after making their changes, then the original note writer
can read the original note and compare. (You may need to do a little review on parts of speech.)
Chapter #6 – War Zone
• LANGUAGE ARTS– Add the following words to your glossary: rubble, pummelled, sporadic,
hobbled, riddled, ricocheted, pockmarked, staccato, smithereens.
• BIBLE– look up “self-sacrifice”, giving up one’s life, losing your life etc... to see how we should
view risking ourselves for others. Learn and memorize the greatest commandment and the
Golden Rule. Also, look up how Jesus answered the question, “Who is my neighbor?”
• BIBLE– Research the Christian viewpoint on war throughout history OR currently. Make a chart, if
helpful, comparing the different views and the reasoning /Theology behind them. E.g. pacifism,
patriotism, holy war. Discuss.
• SOCIAL STUDIES – check with an organization like Samaritan’s Purse to find out where there are
current war zones then colour those areas in red and label them on your black-outline world map.
(Make a copy of the map first, to use for copying more maps. Find out what the conditions are like
for people in these war zones. Ask what is being done to help and find out ways your family could
help and pray.
• LIFE SKILLS – Take a course in basic first aid, or make a one- page chart to post on the back of
your first aid cupboard with basic first aid procedures. Use diagrams if helpful. (Some first aid kits
have a small brochure or chart with this information.) Find out what should be in a basic first aid
kit, go through yours and make a list of items to purchase so you are ready-to-go in case of
injuries. Practise doing splints and slings on each other.
• BIBLE – Look up the idea of sharing with others. Discuss how to put this into practise in your
home and with others, then divide into pairs and share a chocolate bar each. For a reasonably fair
distribution, have the first person divide the bar and the second person be the first to choose their
piece.
Chapter #7 – Hockey Game
• LITERATURE / LANGUAGE ARTS – Add the words: wing, italicized, sneer, rebound, deflected,
moorings, dumbfounded, lob, deke, face-off and unanswered goal, and goal crease to your
glossary.
• BIBLE– Look up verses on encouraging others. Find out all you can about Barnabas. Discuss
practical ways you can encourage each other and others outside your family.
• PHYSICAL EDUCATION – Draw a diagram to show the positions of all hockey players on both
teams, the lines on the ice and the goals or make a 3-D model rink and players out of cardboard
and play dough or clay or other creative materials. Make a two-column chart of basic hockey rules
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and their corresponding penalties. Try describing the game of hockey as simply as possible, as if
you were talking to someone new to your country who has never heard of the game.
• PHYSICAL EDUCATION – Play table hockey. Eat hot dogs or popcorn.
•

SCIENCE / TECHNOLOGY. – research how ice is made and maintained in indoor arenas. Visit
one and talk to the person in charge, if possible.

• FIELD TRIP – arrange to attend a live hockey game.
• PHYSICAL EDUCATION –Research the issue of violence in hockey and present a “TV” report as
though you were a famous sports commentator.
Chapter #8 – Seniors Lodge
• LANGUAGE ARTS– Add the following words to your glossary: auburn, enunciated, atrium,
quiche, cardigan, pawn, turret and plaque.
• BIBLE– research and discuss the value of the elderly, and how they should be treated. Try words
like elders, aged, old age, respect etc... Discuss the intrinsic worth of human beings regardless of
their contribution to society. How is this Christian worldview different than other prevalent
worldviews, especially those based on evolution and the survival of the fittest? Discuss the
importance of these ideas as our population ages. E.g. If you were a handicapped senior in a
nursing home, would you rather your staff have a Christian or evolutionary worldview? Explain
why? (See next activity).
• SOCIAL STUDIES/LIFE SKILLS – Research the changing demography of your country,
particularly the aging of the population. Research the issues and challenges associated with this,
making sure to look at finances, housing, care giving and other related topics. Discuss what kinds
of skilled people will be needed by the time your students are adults. Look at some of these
career options.
• SOCIAL STUDIES / COMMUNITY SERVICE - Research the challenges older citizens face.
Check local seniors’ centres for info. Research what resources are available to help older citizens
in your area. Are there areas of need where your family could help out? E.g. volunteering to
shovel sidewalks, delivering meals, etc...Ask what your church is currently doing to help the
elderly. Ask for names of elderly people associated with your church and what their needs are.
See if your family can meet any of them, or mobilize a group you’re in to help, e.g. youth group,
Bible Study group etc.
• SOCIAL STUDIES - make a chart of the housing options for older citizens in your province or
state. Include cost, eligibility, level of nursing care/help, availability (e.g. are there wait times to get
in?) Check and see if there is a government brochure that outlines these options. Don’t forget to
include services that help people stay in their own homes like home care, and Meals –on –Wheels.
Research the different political parties’ platforms on this topic.
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• LIFE SKILLS – talk to a nurse or other health professional who works with older persons and find
out simple, practical ways of relating to the elderly, e.g. speaking clearly and loudly enough so
they can hear, if they have any hearing impairment.
• FIELD TRIP – Arrange to visit someone you know in a senior’s residence. Ask for names through
your church if you don’t know anyone. You can also ask the staff if there is anyone who might like
a visitor.
• ARTS / COMMUNITY SERVICE. – if your family is musical, offer to put on an evening or afternoon
of musical entertainment for the people in a local senior’s home, or enquire at your church
regarding your involvement in chapel services. If you’re not musical, you might read the scriptures
or just visit with people as they come in and out of the service. Older people love to see children
and young people, especially when they are neat and well behaved
• LIFE SKILLS – collect the recipes and ingredients and cook and serve a meal of lasagna, Caesar
salad and garlic bread OR find a recipe for oatmeal raisin cookies. Use math skills to double the
recipe. Bake and deliver 4-6 cookies to a senior you know and serve the rest for dessert. Add your
recipes to your file box.
• LIFE SKILLS / ART – play a game of chess or begin to learn how to play. Draw all the different
pieces of a chess game by looking at a real game and label or draw a bird’s eye view of a chess
board showing where all the pieces are at the beginning of the game. Label.
• SOCIAL STUDIES – interview an older family member about significant events in their life. Ask to
see photos if possible. Have a nice visit and play a game or do a puzzle, if they would like.
• SOCIAL STUDIES / ART - Look up pictures of the Eiffel Tower, Arc de Triomphe and the Louvre.
Choose one and research its history. Do a virtual tour of the museum online. Print off a street map
of the city of Paris and circle these landmarks with a red marker. Try drawing these landmarks by
looking at the pictures.
• SOCIAL STUDIES – Research what a WREN is (from WWII) and the contributions these women
made to the war effort at home and abroad, or research Wellington Bombers. Find a picture
(hopefully inside and out) and learn about its role in WWII. What did navigators and gunners do?
CHAPTER #9 – Whitewater Canoeing
• LANGUAGE ARTS– Add the following words to your glossary: bow, stern, looming, backwater,
shoal, current, currant, painter, thwart, logjam, labyrinth, jackpot, corrosion, cascade.
• LITERATURE – demonstrate how Frankenstein would have walked. Research if necessary.
• ART – draw a diagram of a canoe and paddle etc... label the various parts.
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• PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ LIFE SKILLS – learn how to light a fire, especially under wet conditions.
Practise in a safe fire pit. (Check the fire hazard in your area first.) Using a camping pot with a
wire handle (or improvise one from a large tin can and wire), cook chicken noodle soup, hot
chocolate or instant oatmeal (with or without raisins). Be super careful and use oven mitts to avoid
burns/scalds. Learn how to build an emergency lean-to or other shelter and practise or draw a
diagram.
• PHYSICAL EDUCATION – plan a canoe trip with someone experienced or take canoeing lessons.
Learn about proper equipment (like always wearing a life jacket) and relevant laws regarding safe
boating practises. Learn the basic strokes needed on a river: bow stroke, backstroke, draw, pry,
bow rudder, crossbow rudder, high and low brace. Check out Bill Mason’s Path of the Paddle
canoe movies.
• SOCIAL STUDIES - Research and make a chart of the law’s requirements for boaters in your
jurisdiction.
• FIELD TRIP – Plan a trip to an outdoor pursuits store (like Mountain Equipment Co-op) and check
out the items available for white water canoeing (or at least check their on-line catalogue, if you
can’t make it to the store).
Chapter #10 – Refugee Camp
• LANGUAGE ARTS– Add the following words to your glossary: stench, bloated, carcass,
hodgepodge, refugee, pungent, somersault.
• BIBLE– Find out what God thinks about helping people who are displaced from their homes. Look
up the words “stranger”, and “alien”. Ask if there are any people in your church who are far from
their homelands. Decide on a course of action to help or encourage them, e.g. have them over for
a simple Canadian meal. Also, look for a Bible verse that has to do with water and Jesus. (There
may be more than one,)
• SOCIAL STUDIES – Contact an organization like Samaritan’s purse and find out where there are
currently refugee camps in the world. Mark them on your world map with a simple tent symbol.
Research answers for the following questions: Why was the camp needed? i.e. what were the
causes? What are the conditions like? What is being done to help them? What are the needs?
How can we help? How can we pray?
• LIFE SKILLS – It is a life skill to be able to eat and drink things you do not like. It can keep you
from offending people who have served items to you that you don’t like and it could save your life.
Start by making a list of foods you don’t like. Then one at a time, make yourself eat a very small
amount of those foods. Also, try missing a meal or two until you feel hungry. Imagine feeling like
that all the time.
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• LIFE SKILLS – make a covering for your head by using a hand towel or bandanna and tying up
the corners OR create your own uniquely designed head covering. Research the symptoms,
prevention and treatment of sunstroke.
• SOCIAL STUDIES / COMMUNITY SERVICE - Research the problem of accessing clean water
around the world. Check with an organization like Justice Water or Samaritan’s Purse. Find out
the extent of the problem, what is being done to help and how you can be involved. Mark these
areas on your map, with a blue water drop symbol.
Chapter #11 – Retail Store
• LANGUAGE ARTS– Add the following words to your glossary: gingerbread (architectural), eaves,
commission, tweed, catalogue, spurs, chortled, disco.
• BIBLE–Look up and discuss greed. Hint: try the word, barns. Talk about ways you can reduce
materialism as a family, and cut spending on non-essential items. Discuss whether there is
anything you can give away or sell, and decide together where the money will go.
• FIELD TRIP – Go to a local mall with small notebooks and pens and give yourselves a certain
amount of time to find and write down as many “unnecessary” items as you can find. Gift stores
are usually full of items like this. When time is up, count your items. Have a snack in the food
court to finish, while discussing consumerism, materialism and the difference between needs and
wants.
• SCIENCE / ART – Find a picture of a cairn terrier and a cocker spaniel. Draw your own pictures
from those pictures. Research one or both breeds.
• TECHNOLOGY – Look up a picture of an 8-track stereo and the cassettes that went in them. Ask
your parents or grandparents if they remember them. Did they own one? What music do they
remember being played on them? Discuss how what’s cool today, is out-of-date tomorrow and the
challenges of quickly changing technology.
• MUSIC etc... – Listen to, sing or play the song, Edelweiss, from The Sound of Music. Better yet,
watch the movie and sing along with all the songs. Eat two helpings of strudel for dessert. Better
yet, “Make it an uneven three”. (Name the character who spoke those words.)
• SOCIAL STUDIES – Make a poster from advertisements of non-essential items cut from flyers.
E.g. pop. Research and discuss advertising techniques and then spend the next few weeks
analyzing any advertising that your family is exposed to.
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Chapter #12 – Mount Everest Base Camp
• LANGUAGE ARTS– Add the following words to your glossary: balaclava, expedition, glacier,
avalanche, crevasse, gloating, modulation, paraphernalia, domino effect, stockpile, crampons,
precariously, shimmy, winced, stupor, sheepish, cascading.
• BIBLE– look up honesty, truth, lies and lying and see what God has to say about these things.
Discuss as a family.
• SOCIAL STUDIES- print off pictures of Mt. Everest, the Khumbu Icefall or mountain climbers on
Mt. Everest. Do a biography of Sir Edmund Hillary or Tensing Norgay. Research the history of
ascents up Mt. Everest.
• SOCIAL STUDIES. – research the Sherpa people of Nepal and their contribution to mountain
climbing in that country.
• PHYSICAL EDUCATION – Check out the MEC store or online catalogue for gear needed for
mountain/ice climbing. Make a list and learn the names of the equipment. Or print off pictures of
crampons, an ice axe, climbing harness, etc... and label, or draw your own and label. Try rock
climbing at a local gym or recreation centre that has a climbing wall.
• SCIENCE – research the effects of altitude on the human body and what climbers do to minimize
or counteract these effects.
• SCIENCE – research how a thermos works. Draw a cutaway diagram.
• SCIENCE/ FIELD TRIP - Research avalanches OR glaciers. Take a field trip to a glacier, e.g.
The Columbia Icefields in Alberta.
• LIFE SKILLS – Make a pot of lentil stew. Eat it after a lot of fresh air and exercise. Look up the
story of Jacob and Esau in Genesis to see what lentils had to do with their sibling challenges. Add
your recipe to your file box under vegetarian dishes or soups & stews.
• PHYSICAL EDUCATION – research hypothermia, and frostbite: their causes, symptoms and
treatment
Chapter #13 – Tropical Resort
• LANGUAGE ARTS– Add the following words to your glossary: fusion, repast, culinary, villa,
khaki, veranda, cellophane, pier, marina, adjacent, allegedly, crepe, chicken cordon bleu, filet
mignon, Yorkshire pudding, bisque and vichyssoise.
• BIBLE - Research King Solomon and read some of Ecclesiastes. Did all his wealth and wives etc.
give him happiness? Does getting everything you want make you happy? Why not?
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• BIBLE - research what a Christian’s purpose is in life. Is it to live for oneself or to live for God and
others? How is this Christian worldview diametrically opposed to our culture’s prevalent hedonistic
worldview? Look up hedonism in the dictionary. How can we show the world a better way?
• SOCIAL STUDIES – mark popular tropical vacation sites on your world map (or a new map if the
other is crowded) by a palm tree using a green coloured pencil crayon.
• SOCIAL STUDIES - Pick one or two of these resorts and check them out on the internet. What
luxuries /amenities are available to people at these resorts? What is the cost? Research through
Samaritan’s Purse or World Vision or similar organizations, what could be done with that amount
of money. (Both of these organizations put out a catalogue at Christmas time, which you may be
able to access online.) Does it seem strange to look at these resorts after studying war zones etc.?
• SCIENCE – research tropical climatic zones and write a short report, answering questions about
proximity to the equator, ocean currents, average temperature and rainfall, flora and fauna etc.
Mark these tropical zones on a new world map with a green pencil crayon, remembering to title
your map.
• PHYSICAL EDUCATION/ LIFE SKILLS / DRAMA – research para-sailing and write a paragraph
on how it is done. Include a picture. Draw it if you’re artistic. Do the same with windsurfing,
tennis, horseback riding, kayaking or ping-pong. Pick one or more of these activities to learn and
play as a family or individuals. Try miming these to each other as a guessing game.
• LIFE SKILLS – Choose one or more of the culinary items listed in the glossary for this chapter.
Make a recipe card and cook the dish for your family, serving it as elegantly as possible.
END of UNIT STUDY PARTY SUGGESTIONS
• Wrap up your study of TRANSPORTED with a tropical resort party. If it is summer, do it in your
yard or at a beach. In winter, turn up the heat and enjoy the illusion.
• Serve drinks like: pineapple colada. mango-passion fruit drink or strawberry-guava sensation.
(Improvise your own recipes by blending combinations of juices, fresh or frozen fruit, coconut milk
and ice in a blender. Serve in tall glasses with a slice of citrus fruit on the rim or tiny umbrellas
from the dollar store. Add a colourful straw.) Add recipes to your recipe box.
• Serve tropical fruit like pineapples, mangos, papayas, bananas. (You can buy some of these dried
now as well as chunk coconut.) Try to make your display as artistic as possible.
• Dress in polo shirts/khaki shorts, or Hawaiian shirts/shorts oor swim trunks. Girls might like to
wear a “summery” skirt or dress. Think tropical and comfortable. Have fun with this.
• Play “happy” or “island” music. (See if you can find Lifeway VBS’s Outrigger Island music)
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• Decorate with palm trees or scenes from chapter 13 drawn on newsprint using waterproof coloured
markers (big rolls of newsprint are often available from newspaper offices.) Work in teams, if you
can, and make this one of the first activities of the party.
• Play games like the following: (Note: some need plenty of time in advance to prepare)
 ART / LANGUAGE ARTS - Create a simple board game (like snakes and ladders), where
tokens move along or back the squares at the shake of a die. Periodically insert special
squares tied in with the 13 chapter themes of TRANSPORTED. E.g. fought with sister –move
back 3, or bargained well – roll again. Decorate the board with scenes from TRANSPORTED.
Add tokens and a die and play the game!
 LANGUAGE ARTS - Make a GUESS WHO OR GUESS WHAT game by writing clues of
decreasing difficulty on index cards. Your goal is to get the others to guess a character or
object from the book in as many clues as possible. (So your first clues are the most
challenging/vague and then they get easier/more obvious.)
 DRAMA – Act out scenes from the book for others to guess.
 ART – Take turns drawing an object from the book that others have to guess. (You will need a
whiteboard and markers or newsprint and markers or something similar for the artists to draw
on.)
LIST OF SETTINGS ANSWER KEY
CH #
1

SETTING
Thomas and Claire’s garage at home (probably somewhere in Canada or the US)

2

Hilly country in Northern India (the country is not specified, the children are
guessing India or Pakistan)

3

An Auction Mart in a rural area (the province/state is not specified)

4

An Inner City Neighbourhood / gang area (large city is unspecified)

5

A Legislature (the specific province or state is not specified)

6

A War Zone (country unspecified)

7

A Hockey Arena (town/city not specified)

8

A Senior’s Lodge (town/city unspecified)

9

A River with white-water rapids and a waterfall (province/state unspecified)

10

A Refugee Camp (country unspecified, Claire thinks it’s in Africa)

11

An Urban Retail Store (city unspecified)

12

Mt. Everest base camp (Nepal)

13

A Tropical Resort Area (country unspecified)
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LIST OF CONFLICTS ANSWER KEY
If you or your students disagrees with my opinion, no problem. Just back up your arguments with
quotes from the book.
Chapter #1 - Introduction
Conflict: Thomas vs. Claire (man vs. man)There was obviously conflict in their relationship
previous to this, but the current conflict seems to revolve around the fact that Thomas is not
answering Claire’s call to come for lunch, what has happened to Claire’s bicycle, and Claire’s
grabbing of the Transporter from Thomas etc... The siblings are in a vicious cycle of conflict, which is
a great discussion point.
Resolution: The conflict is unresolved, but is temporarily interrupted by the Transporter taking them
to the next place.
Chapter #2 – Northern India
Conflict: Thomas and Claire vs. the Transporter, the train and the bus (man vs. machine). The
siblings feel that the Transporter, the train and the bus are putting their lives in danger.
Resolution: The Transporter “works” and saves their lives from almost certain death, not to take
them home but to the next adventure.
Chapter #3 - Auction
Conflict: Thomas and Claire vs. their own imprudence (man vs. himself). When T&C unwisely
spend the money they have on themselves, there is not enough left to buy the Transporter, which
they “need” to get home.
Resolution: T&C sell what they had bought to buy the Transporter which takes them to their next
adventure. (There are a few minor man vs. man conflicts as people bid against each other, or haggle
over items.)
Chapter #4 – Inner City
Conflict: Thomas and Claire vs. their own fear (man vs. himself), then T&C vs. Harley, Ace and
Stoker (man vs. man) and then T&C and Harley’s gang vs. Anjou’s gang. (man vs. man).
Resolution: Thomas’s quick thinking and surprising defence of Harley resolves the conflict with
Harley, Ace and Stoker. The conflict with Anjou’s gang is also resolved both by Thomas’s quick
thinking and the arrival of the police.
Chapter #5 - Legislature
Conflict: Thomas vs. fear/discomfort of being a Page, (man vs. himself), then the government vs.
opposition parties (man vs. man), then Thomas and Claire vs. the garbage truck/driver (man vs.
machine/man).
Resolution: Thomas loses his fear and forgets his discomfort as he “gets the hang” of being a Page
and starts to have some fun. The government and opposition begin to cooperate after Thomas
rewrites some of the member’s notes (DON’T TRY THIS IF YOU’RE EVER A PAGE!) The conflict
with the garbage truck/man is resolved when Claire runs fast and asks the driver to wait while
Thomas looks and finds the transporter.
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Chapter #6 – War Zone
Conflict: Thomas and Claire vs. the danger from the bombs etc… (Man vs. man). But also Thomas
and Claire have to conquer their own fear (Man vs. himself). It is an unusual conflict because the
people who are doing the shooting and bombing are never seen and are completely unknown, and
we can assume their grievance is not directed against Thomas and Claire. Thomas and Claire just
happened upon someone else’s conflict, but they are definitely in danger and need to get out of there
fast.
Resolution: Thomas and Claire at times conquer their fear and show courage and compassion to
others. It is courage that enables Claire to get the Transporter which gets them out of this highly
dangerous place resolving that conflict.
Chapter #7 – Hockey Game
Conflict: Movers vs. Cougars (man vs. man). Cougars vs. their own discouragement and lack of
confidence (man vs. himself). Thomas vs. Claire (man vs. man) as they disagree whether to stay
longer or go right away.
Resolution: The Cougars win! Thomas helps the Cougars resolve the second conflict by boosting
their confidence and helping them make some good plays. The conflict between Thomas and Claire
is decided by Thomas just choosing to continue to play. (It is not truly resolved.)
Chapter #8 – Seniors Lodge
Conflict: Thomas vs. his lack of knowledge about his situation (man vs. himself). Claire vs.
ignorance about seniors (man vs. himself).
Resolution: Thomas’s conflict is resolved as he gains information. Claire’s ignorance is dispelled
as Mr. Edwards spends time with her and share’s his past and plays chess with her.
Chapter #9 – Whitewater Canoeing
Conflict: Thomas and Claire vs. The raging river, the dangers of hypothermia etc...(man vs. nature)
Another conflict is between Thomas and Claire (man vs. man) as they argue and blame each other.
Resolution: Thomas and Claire cooperate and are resourceful and the Transporter “saves them” in
the nick of time. T&C’s relational conflicts are resolved when the siblings work together and erupt
when they don’t.
Chapter #10 – Refuge Camp
Conflict: Thomas and Claire vs. the horrors of the dreadful situation (man vs. man, if caused by war
or man vs. nature, if caused by a natural disaster).
Resolution: Thomas and Claire compare their lives with the lives of the people in the camp and put
things in perspective. They also chose to start doing what they could to help. The Transporter
rescues them from the camp by whisking them away.
Chapter #11 – Retail Store
Conflict: Claire and Thomas vs. their culture that “buys a lot of stuff it doesn’t need” (man vs.
society). Also some Thomas vs. Claire (man vs. man) as they disagree and Thomas and Claire vs.
Mr. Cheeston (man vs. man) who is a demanding boss. (One could also argue that Mr. Cheeston
represents society and its materialistic values).
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Resolution: Claire has decided to stop collecting music boxes and get out of the store as fast as
she can. Thomas’s conflict with himself and his culture isn’t as neatly resolved. The conflicts
between the two of them and with them and Mr. Cheeston are only interrupted, not resolved, by their
transport to the next location.
Chapter #12 – Mount Everest Base Camp
Conflict: Claire and Thomas vs. the dangerous conditions at the ice fall etc... (man vs. nature) Also
Thomas and Donovan versus the cold and danger of the shifting ice (man vs. nature). Also, Donovan
has had a conflict with the expedition leader, John, whom he attempts to reconcile with through
Thomas, resolving that conflict. Thomas has a secret conflict with his conscience because he has
hidden the Transporter (man vs. himself).
Resolution: The Transporter again saves the day and resolves the main conflict. Thomas and
Donovan are safe (at least temporarily) due to Thomas’s willingness to climb through the tunnel and
help him. Thomas and Claire’s conflict is resolved through Thomas’s confession and Claire’s
unspoken forgiveness.
Chapter #13 – Tropical Resort
Conflict: Thomas (mostly) and Claire (to a lesser degree), vs. their own love of luxury, fun and
comfort (man vs. himself). Thomas vs. Claire (man vs, man), when they disagree over leaving, again
depicted by Thomas’s deception about the Transporter.
Resolution: Claire conquers her desires by comparing her lack of satisfaction at the resort with the
satisfaction she felt helping people in the refugee camp and chooses to leave the resort. Thomas
struggles more, but eventually decides that home is better than the resort. Thomas confesses and
Claire forgives him, resolving their conflict with each other.
OVERARCHING CONFLICTS IN THE BOOK AS A WHOLE
There is the ongoing conflict of trying to get home but not being able to (one sibling sometimes wasn’t
as keen as the other on this point), (man vs. fate or God? Or machine?) and Thomas’s surprising
invention eventually does the trick after many frustrating attempts.
Claire and Thomas’s relationship was often rocky and full of conflict (man vs. man). Gradually, the
two learn how to cooperate and appreciate each other, and how to resolve their conflicts e.g.
confession and forgiveness, deferring to one another, expressing appreciation.
I think the main conflict is each sibling with him or herself, as they learn about their world and what
their responses should be to it and the people in it, including each other. (man vs. himself) They learn
a lot of important things, so that when the book ends, we feel that their conflicts are resolved.
We hope you have enjoyed TRANSPORTED and have found this Unit Study Guide helpful. Go
to our website paulsbooks.ca, select contact us, and let us know what has worked and what
hasn’t, other suggestions, and any other feedback you may have. God bless you!
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